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Let me lead you back to midnight skies
When the world was calm & paralyzed
I take you could need a ride in twilight
And make our world brandnew

You know: this is where it's at
This is the way how we are free at last
Like tidal waves are craving for the sand

Let me lead you back to crimson skies
When the world was overwhelmed by surprise
Amidst of what is wrong and what is right
I can tell when we're going blind

You know, indecision I have met
But we're making our way through the test
Clear as glass but corrosion gets the best
When you're gonna fly
To the moon, see sorrow soon
Fly to the moon, regret comes soon
When flames might burn you

Chase your dreams, it won't be without me
So let me go, we're miles & miles away from home
Cause it's all make believe, and we just break free
At times of indecision we need an intermission
Oh hear me, liar liar lie
I just can't stand to say goodbye tonight

Sparrows crossing meadows here
And the remnant is a souvenir
The reminder of trials that I have gone through
Of times with magnet needles making stick like glue

Cause I know that you will be around
(And everything is) everything is safe and sound
(Always there for me)
I can tell when you're gonna fly
(To the moon, see sorrow)
(Everytime) regret comes soon
(Flames might burn you)
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And all along we're fighting, 
Till destination's there
But we are tired and frightened
Of what isn't fair
So we keep on fighting
Slowly going nowhere

Chase your dreams, it won't be without me
So let me go, we're miles & miles away from home
Cause it's all, make believe, and we just, break free
At times of indecision we need an intermission
Oh hear me, liar liar lie
I just can't stand to say goodbye tonight
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